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THE SAMBURU: A STUDY OF GERONTOCRACY IN A NOMADIC TRIBE  

Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, and University of California Press (1965), 
reprinted by Routledge (2004) with a new preface. ISBN 0-415-31725-8 

 
 

 INTRODUCTION 
 

This work focuses on the position of Samburu youths – the moran – who in times of peace have 
been less than warriors in any traditional sense, but still adhere to warrior ideals. Gerontocracy is 
not just about the heavy rule imposed by older men, but also about the contradictions that this 
engenders. Younger men in their twenties are held in a prolonged adolescence – a state of social 
suspension – and within this regime, they subscribe to their own subversive sub-culture. 
 

1. THE PASTORAL ECONOMY 
[Livestock; Ownership of land and water; Pattern of nomadism; Division of labour; Composition 
of the homestead; Settlement; Local clan group] 
 
The Samburu are Maasai-speaking nomads in the semi-desert area of northern Kenya, and rely on 
their herds of cattle, sheep and goats. The stock economy entails constant attention by the owner 
of each herd if he is to avoid sudden and drastic loss. He is faced with the need for mobility, making 
his own decisions as new opportunities for grazing and water arise, and even dividing his herd into 
two parts if necessary. This leads Samburu households with their herds to live in small impermanent 
settlements. These tend to belong to a dispersed cluster of similar settlements associated with a single 
clan – the local clan group. Individual householders may detach themselves as the need arises, 
normally seeking links with their clan elsewhere. However, this pattern of nomadism is also 
rewarding, for the dispersal of their herds suits their cattle and limits the spread of disease. Even a 
poor man, who is willing to devote his energies to his herd, can with luck marry several wives 
over time, with a growing family to match a growing herd. This is a career pattern that is open to 
a younger man as he matures, allowing him to achieve a measure of autonomy. Even so, he is still 
dependent on others to some extent, especially during the dry season when milk supplies are low 
and the community rather than the household is the more viable unit. At such times he is expected 
to turn to his own clansmen for support. 
 

2. CLANSHIP AND EXOGAMY 
[Stock friends; Clan and marriage; Marriage negotiations; Husband's clan; Wife's clan;  
Mother's clan; Forced marriages; Divorce and remarriage; Recruitment into the clan] 
 
Given the strains accompanying marriage among the Samburu, clan exogamy protects the 
unity of each clan. Correspondingly, intermarriage between clans maintains a social barrier 
between them, revealing diverging interests and an underlying competition for wives. The 
bridewealth given at marriage is relatively small, but the wife-givers may try to exploit 
the husband’s herds subsequently with persistent requests for cattle, holding ultimate 
threat of a curse over his children – their sister’s-children. Even in the next generation, the 
sons of this marriage may find themselves expected to give further cattle with the threat of 
a mother’s-brother‘s curse hanging over them. At the same time, the wife-givers need to 
preserve the reputation of their own clan and to restrain any member who over-exploits 
these rights, or their daughters will not be sought as wives, Occasionally, a straying wife 
may return to her natal clan and her son may grow up among them. At any time before the 
son’s initiation, his father’s clansmen may force his return and he will then have a right to 
cattle from his father’s herd. He has no such claim among his mother’s-brothers, but if he 
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does manage to consolidate his bond with them and build up a herd of his own, it is 
increasingly likely that he will become adopted into his mother’s clan, perhaps a generation 
later when it is quite clear that he and his family ally themselves firmly with this clan in 
their marriage practices. 

 
3. THE FAMILY AND THE HERD 

[Wife's allotted herd; Inheritance and building up a herd; Husband's residual herd and 
polygamy] 
 
On marriage, a Samburu elder allots a portion of his cattle herd to his bride, and she has no 
right to further gifts. It is from this allotted portion that her sons will in due course build up 
cattle herds of their own. Meanwhile, the husband keeps the remainder of his cattle – his 
residual herd – for future marriages. Whenever a wife’s kinsman begs a cow from him, he 
takes an animal from this wife’s allotted herd, whereas when he in his turn begs a cow (from 
herds allocated to his married sisters), he adds it to his own residual herd. Clansmen may also 
beg cattle from one another to build up their herds before marriage on the understanding that 
these gifts will be reciprocated, and these too will be taken from their wives’ allotted herds 
without explanation. In this way, the husband builds up his residual herd at a much faster 
rate in preparation for his next marriage. These manipulations consolidate his external ties, 
especially with his clansmen, but only at the cost of resentment within his own home. 
Mistrust over coerced gifts of marriage cattle between clans are echoed by domestic 
strains stemming from these same gifts. 

 
4. THE STRUCTURE OF SAMBURU SOCIETY 

[Segmentary descent system, Inter-segmentary ties, The age-set system, age grades and the 
maturation of the male, Three types of seniority, Structural implications of polygamy, Moran and 
the bush] 
 
Cross-cutting the Samburu clans is a hierarchy of age-sets encompassing all adult men. 
However, this system is largely focused on the moran, the most junior age-set. These young 
men may only marry after their age-set has performed a sequence of ceremonies controlled by 
the clan elders, by which time many of them are over 30 years old and they can be replaced 
by a new age-set of youths. Girls do not belong to age-sets, but are married at about the same 
age as boys face initiation (circumcision) into moranhood. It is through this prolonged 
bachelorhood for men, and not through any imbalance in numbers between the sexes, 
that the high degree of polygyny is achieved by Samburu elders. These elders may wish to 
delay this ritual sequence in order to retain their monopoly in marriage, but as pressures build 
up from mature moran who wish to marry, impatient boys who wish to become moran of the 
next age-set, and fathers who want their families to develop, further delays become 
untenable. This precipitates direct competition between moran seeking their first marriages 
and elders seeking further wives. The system of delayed marriage for men accounts for the 
persistence of the institution of moranhood among the Samburu, even after fifty years of 
relative peace when the moran had no genuine claim to warrior status. Ritually, the moran are 
associated with the bush where they once defended their herds, and now where they are 
ritually segregated from the settlements – and from the young wives of older men. They are 
in a limbo between boyhood and elderhood, and the problem facing the less virile elders is to 
keep them there and to keep their own wives under control. 
 

5. THE  MORAN 
[Honour and the family; Honour and prestige; Moran and their mistresses; Affrays between 
clubs; Strains between sub-age-sets; Singing and dancing; Internal control among the moran] 
 
The moran of each clan form a Club: an autonomous grouping that excludes moran from other 
clans. Each unmarried girl associates with the Club of her brothers and she is expected to 
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have a lover from this Club, whom she may not marry because of exogamous restrictions. 
The heavy demand for brides from the elders ensures that the girls are altogether fewer and 
younger than the moran, leading to a degree of competition among moran and a concern for 
each girl’s fidelity, which involves her lover’s honour. Seductions within the Club lead to 
fights between moran, and any seduction by moran from another Club may lead to an affray, 
building up to a form of gang-warfare. Elders dissociate themselves from the affairs of 
moran, which they regard as mere play, but when rivalries get out of hand, they may feel 
obliged to assert their authority. The elders’ power over the moran is especially displayed at 
each marriage, which takes a girl away from her lover and bestows her on an elder from 
another clan. The marriage dance is the most significant event that brings together the moran 
from different Clubs. This entails boasting, notably about stock thieving exploits, and a 
build-up of rivalries within the dance, which may break up in fighting, although fits of 
insensible shaking among the moran are more usual. The dance continues through a series of 
phases that progressively resolve the tension between Clubs, and also the gaucheness 
separating moran and girls as peer-groups, and becomes increasingly unstructured in a form 
of uninhibited play. The dancing and display of moran are the most characteristic feature of 
Samburu life and the centre of popular attention. This glamorizing of moranhood plays into 
the hands of elders in maintaining their regime at the expense of younger people. 
 

6. THE MORAN AND THE TOTAL SOCIETY 
[A sense of respect: Nkanyit; Developing strains of moranhood; Attitude of elders towards 
moran; Attitude of moran towards elders; Firestick relationship; Case examples; Social 
condition of the moran and ilmugit ceremonies; Similarities between alternate age-sets] 
 
Ultimately, the moran are held in check by the elders, who keep them in a state of delayed 
adolescence until they are replaced by a new age-set. The responsibility for holding the moran in 
this state and drawing them up slowly to elderhood is delegated to the elders who are two age-sets 
senior to the moran (ie. about 30 years older and exclude their fathers). These are the ‘firestick 
patrons’ of the moran, over whom they are believed to hold a powerful curse. These patrons play 
a leading part in overseeing their ceremonies and in haranguing the moran periodically to 
cultivate a sense of respect. A high degree of polygyny in many other African societies brings 
close kinsmen into competition for access to the family herd for substantial bridewealth 
payments. Among the Samburu, bridewealth is low and it is not the limitations of the family herd 
that delays the marriages of young men, but their age-set restrictions controlled by the firestick 
patrons. Thus a benign function of this system may be seen as protecting relations between males 
of the family. The strains that are diverted from the family reappear in the age-set system, 
accounting for delinquent tendencies among the moran and the fear of the patrons’ curse. 
 

7-   ELDERHOOD  AND  THE  CURSE 
[Transition from moranhood to elderhood; The discussion: nkiguena; Power and social values; 
Belief in the curse; Public opinion and the curse; Clan and the curse] 
 
The collective wisdom of the elders is a major premise of Samburu society. This is based on their 
extensive experience and knowledge, which is shared through local discussion and debate. Elders 
who can shape a particularly perceptive argument in these discussions play a significant role, 
raising oratory to a revered art-form, comparable with dancing among moran. At local meetings 
of the clan, discussions on each issue of concern should continue until a consensus emerges, 
which is then confirmed by a collective blessing. Underpinning the elders’ revered status is the 
belief that their ability to control their anger gives them the power to curse or bless those who 
should respect them, notably as firestick patrons, senior kinsmen, or a group of elders of the same 
clan or age-set. The blessing is constantly pronounced in day to day discourse, but popular belief 
stresses their power to curse. A man who has an unresolved curse hanging over him is assumed to 
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be at risk of severe misfortune until he has made reparation and obtained the cursor’s blessing in 
return. While any elder may claim the power to curse a dependant for some discourtesy, he only 
retains the respect of others if he avoids using this gratuitously. If he has been affronted by a 
junior, he is expected to use his curse indirectly by threatening it only when the junior is 
negotiating to marry a girl whom he cannot himself marry but may legitimately curse: that is a 
‘daughter’ of his clan or age-set, or a ‘daughter of a daughter’. This would cover about one half of 
all available girls, and no father would agree to such a match until the suitor has obtained curser’s 
blessing. If the junior has offended more than one elder, he may find his scope for marriage quite 
restricted. 
 

8. THE STATUS OF WOMEN  
[Girlhood, marriage, and the father's clan; A woman and her husband's clan; Reciprocity among 
women] 
 
In this highly polygynous society, women are pawns of the elders. For a girl, her marriage is the 
major crisis of her life. Before her marriage, she has close bonds with her mother and enjoys a 
special place among the moran of her clan. At the same time, she learns to avoid and even fear all 
elders, and above all she must respect her father’s wishes. Her marriage changes all that. She is 
taken away to live among strangers of another clan and must avoid all moran. Her husband is an 
elder at least twice her age and has total authority over her with the power to beat her as he sees 
fit. She is overawed by him and his peers, who share certain rights in her. From this low point of 
her career, a young wife builds up relationships with other wives of her husband’s clan, who have 
shared a similar experience. Over time, as she acquires seniority and has children of her own, she 
adjusts to this new lifestyle with an expanding network of friendships among her husband’s clan 
and their wives. The older her husband, the more likely it is that she will be widowed early, 
although his death does not precipitate a further crisis in her career. She may not remarry, but is 
expected to continue bearing children in her husband’s name. Her network of friendships remains 
intact as she herself ages under the care of her sons and younger wives. Nevertheless, the 
antipathy between women and elders persists. Women share gossip and jokes at the expense of 
their husbands, and this becomes most explicit in their songs and dances, which publically 
ridicule elders in general, adding to the hilarity of the occasion, while their husbands keep their 
distance. 
 

9. SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND CEREMONY 
[Darapul's second marriage; Analysis of Darapul's marriage; Boys' circumcision and ilmugit 
ceremonies; Dancing; Shaking; The discussion; Misfortune and beliefs in the supernatural] 
 
The analysis draws on the work of a neo-Pavlovian psychologist, which is concerned with the 
mechanics of indoctrination, brainwashing, and thought control, through increasing the state of 
anxiety in a subject under stress to a point of psychological breakdown. This accompanies 
increased suggestibility even in normal subjects and the possibility of ideological conversion. 
This approach is applied to a Samburu bride’s marriage ordeal from the point that her moran 
lover is forced to terminate their relationship, followed immediately by her painful circumcision, 
and then an unremitting elders’ harangue, and finally her abrupt removal from her parents’ home 
before her wound has had a chance to heal. The bride’s anxiety and confusion offer no alternative 
other than to accept her change in status. More generally, there lingers a background of anxiety 
among all those involved in this marriage, with disagreements over the details of ritual procedure. 
It is argued that these wider anxieties stem from a transformation of relationships created by the 
marriage, and involving the broader community in an irreversible change. The resolution of the 
anxiety is to accept the change, and only then can this change be said to have taken place by 
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popular accord. Thus, it is argued that anxiety is the counterpart of change and that any rite of 
transition can have a legitimizing role in heightening and then allaying this anxiety. 
The general argument is extended to situations presented in previous chapters that accompany 
changes within the community. Far from there being a total consensus regarding details of ritual 
procedures, there can be confusion, mishandling, and a concern for dire misfortune following 
some breach. Anxiety and memories of earlier breaches and misfortunes haunt these stage-
managed celebrations of routine change. 
 

10. THE SAMBURU AND SOME NEIGHBOURING TRIBES: A COMPARISON 
[Turkana; Dorobo; Suiei Dorobo; Samburu-Dorobo; Rendille; Gerontocratic index] 
 
Comparison between the Samburu and three neighbouring peoples reinforces some of the themes 
discussed above. Among the Turkana, brothers and even fathers and sons are in fierce 
competition for a share of the family herd to provide cattle for each marriage; and their new 
affines are then foremost among their trusted friends for future exchanges (P.H. Gulliver, 1955, 
The Family Herds). This is the antithesis of the Samburu, where close agnates support one 
another against attempts by their predatory affines to exploit their herds. The Dorobo are 
scattered groups of ex-hunters/gatherers who have adopted Samburu characteristics, but only up 
to a point. Some of these groups have been incorporated into Samburu clans, but are regarded as 
having low status so long as they fall short of Samburu ideals of behaviour. The camel-owning 
Rendille are close allies of the Samburu, but the stunted growth of their herds poses severe 
limitations on the growth of each family. This corresponds to their preference for monogamy with 
an emphasis on primogeniture, and also to various modifications of their age system, which in 
other respects is quite close to the more clear-cut system of the Samburu. Compared with the 
Samburu, young men are more tied down by the arduous demands of the camel herds and limited 
inheritance rights than by the age system, and there is a distinct shift in ethos with a notorious 
reputation among Rendille elders for resorting to their potent curse. 
 

11. CONCLUSION: THE GERONTOCRATIC SOCIETY 
  

Gerontocracy among the Samburu favours older men with a monopoly of available wives. This is 
achieved through delaying the first marriages of younger men and shackling the women by 
denying them any choice in their life careers. Thus while the term gerontocracy draws attention to 
the power vested in older men, this study is equally concerned with the power vacuum created by 
this regime, notably among moran, who find themselves in a state of social suspension for up to 
14 years, and in this state they develop an alternative social reality, a form of delinquency. This is 
based on warrior notions that appear to have largely survived the transition from pre-colonial 
intertribal raiding to colonial and post-colonial peace. This is underpinned by an age system that 
diverts potential strains within the family by delaying the marriages of moran. During their years 
of waiting, these moran subscribe to their subjection, aware of their increasing stake in the system 
that will eventually endow them with the privileges of elderhood. Women by contrast remain 
commodities throughout their lives. 
In managing their system, the Samburu stress the importance of following custom precisely. This 
bears on Robertson Smith‘s (1907) observation that the focus of ‘ancient’ religions was on 
precise ritual performance rather than explanation, belief or meaning. However, among the 
Samburu there is one overarching belief, and this is that any departure from prescribed custom 
can precipitate terrible misfortune. Disagreements on matters of detail, and confusions or  
bungling in the heat of performance, arouse acute anxieties. Here it is argued that these anxieties 
are built into the occasions and celebrations that mark changes in status, and are an aspect of the 
accommodation of change within society. 
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 APPENDIX: census techniques and data 

 
ERRATA.  Printing errors in the original have been corrected in the reprint 
(Routledge 2004) 
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NOMADS IN ALLIANCE:  SYMBIOSIS AND GROWTH  
AMONG THE RENDILLE AND SAMBURU OF KENYA, 
Oxford University Press, London (1973) ISBN 0-19-713576-5 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The Rendille and Samburu have been administered within different Provinces in Northern Kenya, 
and they have contrasting economies and belong to different language groups. Yet they are bound 
together by generations of intermigration and intermarriage. This volume examines the economic 
and demographic factors that underpin this alliance, and in this context it provides an outline of 
the customary practices and the history of these peoples. 
  

1.  LIVESTOCK AND ITS MANAGEMENT 
[Essential natural resources; Livestock; The pattern of grazing; Settlement, camp, and the 
pattern of nomadism; Appendix: the monetary economy] 
 
The camel-owning Rendille live to the NE of the cattle-owning Samburu in harsher semi-desert 
conditions. Their clan-settlements are altogether larger than the Samburu, with a more collective 
lifestyle and a stronger pressure of public opinion. On the one hand, their camel herds are more 
difficult to manage, grow imperceptibly, and are more susceptible to disease than cattle, but on 
the other hand, these herds provide copious supplies of milk, even in the dry season when cattle 
tend to dry up. With less mobile herds, the Samburu cattle economy is seen as less brittle, less 
demanding, and more fertile. The Samburu are forced to live in smaller settlements to conserve 
the available grazing. Family units migrate independently and send off surplus cattle to be 
managed by young men living in temporary camps as they see fit. The division of Rendille camel 
herds between settlement and camp is more formalized, and these only come together briefly 
twice a year after periods of rain. 
 

2.  AN OUTLINE OF RENDILLE  SOCIETY 
[I.  SOCIAL STRUCTURE: Segmentary descent system; Intersegmentary ties; Segmental and 
generational seniority; Age-set system. II. THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF CAMEL OWNERSHIP: 
Rights in inheritance; ‘Shared beast’; Dependence and independence of poorer men. III. THE 
LIFE CYCLE AND ASSOCIATED CUSTOMS: Birth and infancy; Childhood; Initiation of an age-set; 
Subsequent age-set ceremonies; Warfare among the Rendille; Preparation for marriage; 
Wedding ceremony; Periodic festivals; Death and disposal. IV. CUSTOMS ASSOCIATED WITH 
VARIOUS LINEAGES AND SEGMENTS: Totemic and other similar relationships; Notes on Rendille 
clans. V. CUSTOMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE RENDILLE RITUAL CALENDAR: Seven-day weekly cycle; 
Seven-year cycle; Annual cycle; Lunar cycle] 
 
With fragile camel herds, the Rendille foster a reputation as fierce defensive fighters, intent on 
maintaining their existing herds and preferring peaceful relations with their neighbours. Among 
themselves, with concern for their herds, different clans proclaim their readiness to resort to a 
powerful totemic curse. However, the Rendille and especially their daughters also have a 
reputation for high standards of respect. Because of slow herd growth and the devastation of herd 
losses,, the principle of inheritance is to keep the herd intact, whence primogeniture. A younger 
brother has to rely on the patronage of a senior kinsman, who rewards him with the occasional 
gift of a heifer-camel, or he may migrate to another clan to become a herdsman for a more 
generous patron, or he may turn to building up his own flock of sheep and goats, accepting a 
lower status. Alternatively, a poorer man may borrow a ‘shared’ female camel and eventually 
build up a herd from this, but all camels in the female line still ‘belong’ to the original owner, 
who may only claim back the occasional female from this ‘shared’ herd. The reputation of both 
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lender and borrower hinges on their integrity in following these rules. Over time, this can lead to 
situations where an impoverished lender can point to large herds that he has ‘shared’ out, as 
against rich borrowers who cannot claim to fully own a single female in their herd: they are all 
‘shared’ beasts.  
Within the 14 year cycle of the age system, a complex set of devices ensure the late marriage of 
men and restricts the fertility of their wives, encouraging monogamy and limiting population 
growth. When the age system permits youths to marry,, those who have not accumulated enough 
camels are quite likely to remain unmarried indefinitely. 
 

3. AN OUTLINE OF SAMBURU SOCIETY 
[I. SOCIAL STRUCTURE. II.  THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF CATTLE OWNERSHIP: Family and the 
herd; Cattle and the clan; Dispersal of the herd. III.  THE LIFE CYCLE AND ASSOCIATED CUSTOMS:  
Birth; Childhood; Initiation of an age-set; Ilmugit ceremonies; Moron; Warfare among the 
Samburu; Samburu moran and Rendille youths: a comparison; Preparations for marriage; 
Wedding ceremony and divorce; Samburu and Rendille marriage: a comparison; Death and 
disposal; Homicide. IV. SAMBURU RELIGIOUS BELIEFS, AND CUSTOMS ASSOCIATED WITH VARIOUS 
LINEAGES: Religious beliefs; Special powers associated with various Samburu lineages; Notes on 
Samburu phratries. V. CUSTOMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE SAMBURU RITUAL CALENDAR: Annual cycle; 
Lunar cycle; Appendix: ceremonial division of meat].  
 
Compared with the demanding camel economy in Rendille, the ease and viability of Samburu 
cattle herds correlates with a range of differences between them. Smaller flexible villages among 
the Samburu and the more docile cattle economy lead to more relaxed social relations generally, 
even if there is greater hardship during the dry season. Thus a Samburu elder would seek 
alternative ways of settling a grievance, avoiding the direct use of his curse as occurs among the 
Rendille. The Samburu system of exchange is more casual where cattle may be exchanged 
between clansmen as an investment in trust, whereas the fragility of camels as stock encourages 
the ‘sharing’ of any surplus among Rendille rather than giving. Again unlike Rendille, a poor 
resourceful Samburu may build up his herd over time, become a polygynist, and distribute his 
cattle among his wives and sons.  
The Samburu age system delays the marriage of moran and seems virtually designed to facilitate 
polygyny, whereas the complex modifications of this system among the monogamous Rendille 
restricts opportunities for polygyny and family growth. This also has a bearing on the standards 
demanded of their girls. With monogamy, the marriage chances of Rendille girls depend on their 
high reputation for respect, whereas Samburu girls do not face the same competition for marriage 
into a polygynous household. 
Samburu moran have a reputation for frivolity, They are notorious as adulterers and stock thieves, 
whereas Rendille youths, largely confined to camel camps, have to accept a stricter discipline if 
they are to build up herds of their own. In times of intertribal warfare, Samburu moran tended to 
be more opportunistic than Rendille youths, with less concern for maintaining a reputation as 
fierce defensive fighters: cattle herds that were lost could be replaced in a way that was less 
conceivable with camels. 
 

4. THE ARIAAL AND THE DYNAMICS OF RENDILLE-SAMBURU RELATIONS 
[Ariaal; Intertribal migration and marriage; Ecological balance between the two economies; 
Social change among the Rendille] 
 
The Rendille Proper live in the northern part of their area, and a hybrid offshoot known as the 
Ariaal Rendille live in the south. One Ariaal clan claim descent from impoverished younger sons 
of Rendille Proper who traded small stock for Somali camels. Four other Ariaal clans claim 
descent from Samburu who gained herds of camels from raiding, and adopted Rendille practices, 
language and culture. At first sight, the Ariaal are indistinguishable from Rendille Proper, apart 
from their age system, which remains Samburu, and they also retain a foothold in the Samburu 
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cattle economy. Thus, an Ariaal elder’s senior wife and son can continue to live with camels as 
Rendille, while junior wives and sons can expect to return to the cattle economy as Samburu. In 
this way, an Ariaal elder who has camels and cattle may switch between cultures as he moves 
between his herds and households. 
So far as the Rendille Proper are concerned, with restricted opportunities in the camel economy, 
their surplus population too drift towards the cattle economy to settle down as Samburu. The 
surplus women are absorbed as a highly respected source of wives for Samburu polygynists, and 
these are matched by the surplus of impoverished men who seek to mend their fortunes through 
cattle. These Rendille migrant men can beg cattle from the Samburu husbands of their sisters. 
Meanwhile, they may leave the remnants of their camels herds as ‘shared beasts‘ among the 
Rendille, and reclaim these when they wish to negotiate a Rendille bride to bring her over as a 
Samburu wife. In these ways, the Rendille population remains relatively stable, while the 
Samburu experience a heightened population growth. It is this benign interchange that has 
underpinned the symbiosis between Rendille and Samburu for generations 
 

5. THE RECENT HISTORY OF THE SAMBURU AND RENDILLE 
[Prehistoric era; Early history: 1888-1921; Recent Samburu history: 1921-62; Recent Rendille 
history: 1921-62] 
 
Linguistic evidence supports Rendille traditions of Somali origins before they detached 
themselves from Islam, and the Samburu tradition that they were derived from the Laikipiak 
Maasai. Rather than claiming pure descent, clans in both societies are composite in character, 
with various segments derived from ancestors who immigrated or were adopted as refugees from 
other tribal groups. While the alliance between Rendille and Samburu is regarded as ageless, oral 
accounts make it possible to piece together tribal movements and fluctuating fortunes from 
around 1840, culminating in the establishment of British colonial administration in the area in 
1921. From that point, the colonial officials experienced the problems of reconciling the principle 
of indirect rule with the indigenous systems of social control that were based on a measured 
consensus rather than an established hierarchy of authority. 
 

6. THE SAMBURU AND RENDILLE UNDER BRITISH ADMINISTRATION 
[Imposed and indigenous systems of control; Government appointed elders; Control over the 
Samburu moran; Land development and stock control among the Samburu; Rendille-Samburu 
boundary] 
 
Evidence suggests that both Rendille and Samburu relied on their indigenous systems to resolve 
disputes through this period instead of resort to courts set up by the administration. In pursuing 
official policies, the colonial government attempted to harness these indigenous systems through 
the formal appointment of influential elders. This created a conflict of loyalties and loss of 
influence, and thus failed to achieve its ends. The imposition of peace undermined the traditional 
role of Samburu moran as warriors. Official attempts to curb their delinquencies in the 1930s did 
not grasp the wider significant of the age system in maintaining power in the hands of the elders 
and notably the influence of the age-set of firestick patrons over the moran. Ultimately the age 
system survived intact. Official attempts to conserve grazing land by restricting the size of 
Samburu herds have been a major source of friction, and this is discussed from various points of 
view. Government grazing schemes were progressively imposed from the best grazing areas on 
the Leroghi Plateau, spreading northwards and eastwards.  Progressively, Samburu cattle that 
could not be contained within these schemes were concentrated in the uncontrolled area beyond, 
increasing pressure on the land in the worst grazing areas. This built up to a crisis that was only 
resolved with Kenya Independence when the Samburu voted to abandon all these schemes. The 
Rendille were less closely administered and the imposition of an official boundary with the 
Samburu was hardly relevant to their interaction. The administration on both sides adopted a 
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laissez-faire stance towards this boundary, while disputes between the two tribes were readily 
resolved by the elders on both sides, without involving the administration. The indigenous 
systems of control provide the greatest asset for administering the area. 
 

APPENDIX: THE DOROBO AND ELMOLO OF NORTHERN KENYA. 
[Notes on the Dorobo groups; Dorobo  standards of behaviour and marriage; Dorobo under 
administration; Elmolo] 
 
About 20 groups of hunters and gatherers (Dorobo), and fishermen (Elmolo) are established in 
this area. They have adopted the languages and customs of their pastoralist neighbours, but only 
up to a point, notably with regard to their casual respect for the age system and for clan exogamy. 
These low standards reinforce the distinct separateness and low status of Dorobo among their 
neighbours. This is, however, offset by informal trading and intermarriage between the two 
groups. As the fortunes of war and famine have forced pastoralists to shift their territories over 
time, the Dorobo have held fast, relying on an intimate knowledge of their local terrain for 
survival, and adopting the language and superficial culture of their new neighbours if necessary. 
With these links, their remote villages have provided an ultimate resort for pastoralists who have 
lost their herds until they can rebuild them. Thus, while poor Rendille have sought refuge among 
the Samburu (Chapter 4), so Samburu who have lost their stock have been able to turn to their 
Dorobo neighbours. Correspondingly, pastoralists such as the Samburu provide the possibility for 
ambitious Dorobo to enter the stock economy, at first as clients, and then with luck as stock 
owners in their own right. Various Samburu lineages are held to have Dorobo ancestry, and they 
retain this stigma for as long as they display Dorobo characteristics of behaviour and custom. 
 
 
ERRATA (Nomads in Alliance) 
 

p 3, line 26 Should read: ‘Makerere’ (not Markerere) 
p 6, line 1 Should read: ‘grey’ (not black) 
p 21, Map 2  Fifteen gateways have been omitted in this published version. This 

contradicts the explanation (line 7) that refers to ‘as many gateways 
[elders] as huts [wives]’. In the original plan, there is a gateway associated 
with each hut along the periphery of the settlement, with only three 
exceptions. 

p 28, Chart 5 The link between Ungum and Seii is a bond brotherhood (not brotherhood 
by descent – see p 64, line 23) 

p 34  A chart illustrating the process of climbing an age-set was included in an 
earlier and longer draft of this work (1961). This chart has since been 
reproduced with further explanation in F.H. Stewart (1977), Fundamentals 
of Ag e-Group Systems, (p. 112) 

p 57, line 34 Should read: ‘times’ (not time) 
p 59, line 17 Should read: ‘come’ (not came) 
p 128, line 3 Should read: ‘ltau’ (not itau) 
p 133, Chart 10   Delete ‘=’ between two brothers of Kiliako age-set (one living and the 

other dead) – they are not married to one another. 
p 136, Chart 11  The bond brotherhood linking Lkunguan/Ltumal with Loimusi is incorrect. 
  This link should be with Lorogushu. [See Pastoral Continuum, p 160]. 
p 149, line 36 Should read: ‘a’ (not in) 
p 156, line 7 Should read: ‘in’ (not is) 
p 203, line 9 Should read: ‘Mukogodo’ (not Mukodo) 
p 204, line 9 Should read: ‘in’ (not and) 
p 214, line 9 Should read: ‘shore’ (not short) 
p 224, line 4 up Insert ‘108-9,’ after Masula 
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 INTRODUCTION 
Available evidence concerning Maasai society suggests considerable variation between the 16 
tribal sections, and the decision to focus on just one of these, Matapato, represented an attempt to 
clarify the problem of research. The Matapato were remote, apparently typical, and still identified 
by the autonomy of their age system, which moulded career development. Even in the post-
colonial era (1977), moran (warriors) and manyat (warrior villages) persisted, despite earlier 
attempts to abolish them, and this resilience was linked to the intertwining of roles of all ages and 
both sexes. 
 

1. THE PASTORAL ENTERPRISE 
[Two aspects of Matapato pastoralism; Stock owner and his possessions; Village, local 
community and tribal section; Maasai pastoralism over a period of change] 
 
Extended dry seasons in Matapato are interspersed with erratic wet seasons, and this contrast has 
a striking effect on the quality of social life with times of tension or relaxation, but always 
vigilance. Over a longer timescale, there is a similar contrast between periods when conditions 
generally favour the growth of their cattle herds and times of disaster when any growth is 
severely cut back by a succession of droughts or a bovine epidemic or both. However, it is an 
ideology of optimism and growth that prevails as a resilient alternative to the market economy, 
and peaceful husbandry is perceived as more productive to growing herds than raiding by moran, 
which can be counterproductive in the long term. 
Central to their economy is the patrilineal family, whose herd is maintained as a business 
enterprise, with the male figurehead playing a key role. All the stock and members of his family 
are his ‘possessions’, and he is responsible for their well-being, even for his married sons. He 
alone is held to have the experience that can steer them through good and bad times. 
Each village is a pragmatic association of autonomous family units and becomes a stockade at 
night, when routine responsibility for the herds relies on the women. During the day, with their 
herds grazing over a wide area, and men especially paying visits to their neighbours or to a local 
water point or shop, there is an informal network of gossip that underpins a dispersed community 
of villages. This interaction merges into formal meetings and ceremonial gatherings as the 
occasion arises, and at such times, the local elders assume the interests and unity of the wider 
community, or they refer more intractable problems to periodic meetings representing the 
Matapato at large. 
 

2. INVESTMENT IN MARRIAGE 
[Marriage negotiation and the marriage debt; Marriage veto and removal of the bride; 
Consolidation of marriage; Leading the wife with cattle and the wife's allotted herd; Community 
and process of marriage.] 
 
The growth of a family’s cattle herd is matched by the growth of the family itself. This is an 
aspect of the symbiotic balance between them, and family growth is achieved through the 
exchange of surplus cattle for women in marriage. In Matapato, marriage payments are spread 
over time, limiting possible rivalry within the family for cattle. Polygyny is the ideal to secure a 
large family, and it is older men as fathers and senior members of an extended family who have 
the power to arrange marriages and accrue wives for themselves. Meanwhile, the shortage of 
marriageable women is offset by delaying marriage for young men: the moran remain as 
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bachelors for an extended period, and they must placate any elders that they have offended before 
they too can marry. 
A girl must accept her father’s choice of suitor, and once she arrives in her husband’s village, 
there is a radical transformation of her position as a young wife among strangers. She is allotted a 
small number of cattle from her husband’s herd for her own domestic uses – and as a source to 
settle her husband’s debt for further marriage payments. She is always aware that she should not 
pin her future hopes on the growth of her herd, but on the birth of sons to care for her as she 
grows older. 
The marriage initially is on trial, and if it fails before the birth of children, then the whole 
marriage payment must be repaid. Meanwhile, the reputation of both sides – as wife-givers and 
wife-receivers – is implicated and this leads to a broader concern and pressure on the husband to 
ensure a successful marriage. 
 

3. THE UNCERTAIN GIFT OF LIFE 
[Primacy of the unborn and the newly born infant; Vulnerability of the small child and the threat 
from persons with 'eyes'; Adoption; The child and the dual aspect of God] 
 
The depressed status of women in Matapato is offset by the unique importance of their fertility. 
Children are regarded as a gift from God, and the process of giving birth is wholly in the hands of 
women. A nursing mother and her baby are ritually secluded dependants, notably in relation to 
mystical dangers of the bushland at night, and also to the involuntary jealousystrangerf of others 
who are afflicted by the loss of a child. Such beliefs are associated with the ability of certain 
people to ‘see’ inside others, with ‘eyes’ that can penetrate the inner body, causing illness and 
even death among the very young. Children are brought up to hide from strangers who might 
have ‘eyes’. Generally, there is an awareness that the growth of a family stems from successful 
births that may arouse envy and ill-will among those less fortunate. 
For this reason, where a wife has been particularly fertile, her husband may arrange the adoption 
of her most recent child by a barren co-wife to avert her instinctive jealousy. The natural mother 
is not consulted, but the aim is to bond the family more closely, protecting her and her child. 
These close adoptions also serve as a strategy for managing a growing herd and family. 
The indulgence towards infants is transformed into stern demands for respect as they develop a 
will of their own, underpinned by a belief in the father’s power to curse as well as to bless his 
children. A naughty child’s death may even be explained as stemming from the father’s curse to 
teach its siblings respect. This ambivalent power of the father is matched by the belief in God as 
the ultimate and inscrutable giver and taker of life who responds to the father’s inner feelings. 
 

4. THE MATERNAL BOND AND THE PATERNAL YOKE IN CHILDHOOD 
[Father, the herdboy and the wastrel; Widow and the guardian; Ritual preparation of the child; 
Initiation as a form of rebirth] 
 
A stock-owner has ultimate responsibility for the wellbeing of his herd in order that it can grow 
and sustain his family. To this end, he encourages his sons to develop their herding skills from an 
early age so that they can be entrusted with the daily routine of grazing the herd some distance 
from the village. Their joint concern for the herd builds into a life-long bond, based on an 
unremitting commitment and extending to the bond between sons and their mother. If a herdboy 
or even a grown son wilfully falls short of what can reasonably be expected of him, he will be 
beaten by his father. Boys who do not develop a concern for the herd are regarded with disgust as 
incomprehensible ‘wastrels’. No-one can be certain how a boy may develop. Young wastrels may 
emerge as committed herdsmen later in their youth, while promising herdboys occasionally lapse 
to become wastrels at any point, even well into their adulthood when they lose the will to persist, 
perhaps turning to alcohol.  
The death of a stock owner leaves his widows and children exposed to exploitation, notably by a 
brother of the dead man who takes over responsibility as guardian uncle of the family until the son 
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has been initiated. Guardian uncles have a bleak reputation, especially among women and children, 
who may stereotype them as grasping and greedy sorcerers. On the other hand, lineage elders appoint 
these guardians, and they tend to see them as responsible and ultimately hold them to account. No-
one doubts the commitment of a father to his family, even when he makes unpopular decisions in 
giving away cattle from a wife’s allotted herd. The guardian is obliged to make similar decisions, but 
his commitment to a widow and her family is less evident. 
 

5. INDUCTION INTO THE AGE SYSTEM 
['Closed' period of suspended initiations; Circumcision ordeal; Circumcision fire;  Circumcision 
bond] 
 
Initiation links the sequence of personal ceremonies to the age system for youths and focuses on 
the glamour of moranhood. Youths are recruited over a period of about fifteen years to form an 
age-set of moran, and they retain an overarching loyalty to one another for the remainder of their 
lives. This loyalty is the obverse of the rivalry for status between adjacent age-sets: boys try to 
filch the flamboyant privileges of moranhood before their time, while young elders still try to 
hold onto them. The rivalry corresponds to a natural alliance between alternate age-sets, in which 
it is the seniors who bring the junior age-set ceremonially to life by generating a fire. They are 
now the ‘firestick patrons’ of the moran in a joint partnership. Thus the physical jostling between 
successive age-sets of moran is echoed by political jostling between successive age-sets of 
firestick patrons for control over community affairs. 
The periodic inauguration of a new age-set brings this jostling for position to a head. There is an 
inevitable stress regarding the change-over of roles at this time. Anxiety and confusion over the 
ritual performance accompanying the mass circumcisions has to be seen in this context: initiates 
may become seriously infected or even die, or they may bring dishonour by flinching. Once these 
anxieties have come to a head and the circumcisions have been completed, this is followed by 
relief that the change-over has been accomplished leading to a festive atmosphere. The initiates 
band together, sharing their new status as age mates. Meanwhile, they are ritually protected for a 
period of months until they are strong enough to defend themselves against the resentment of the 
retiring age-set of senior moran. Only when this protection is lifted can they assert themselves as 
novice moran to fend for themselves. 
 

6. THE UPSURGE OF RITUAL REBELLION 
[Premature elderhood; Novice moran and the adjustment of family ties; Mounting tension over 
privileges; Manyata posse (empikas); Posse as a boundary display; Diverse routes to elderhood; 
Rebellion and taboo] 
 
The first task facing a new age-set of moran is to wrest the privileges of moranhood from their 
predecessors by asserting their ability to do so. A central feature of these privileges is the right to 
form their own manyata (warrior village) by force if necessary. The manyata offers youths an 
opportunity to break away from the paternal regime of their childhood, and it also offers a break 
for their mothers who accompany them to the manyata. At the same time, this transition obliges 
moran to submit to the alternative regime imposed by manyata discipline and unremitting loyalty 
to their age mates. This cuts through any vicious circle of resentment between father and 
adolescent son, and it offers wastrels the chance of a new start. Fathers are expected to welcome 
this discipline and the sense of respect that it creates, boding well for the future of the family 
enterprise. However, sometimes a father may face the more immediate problem of maintaining 
the family herd without the help of his herdboy son or his only wife, and he may insist that this 
son stays at home as a non-manyata morani. This denies the manyata potential recruits and is 
resisted by other moran. The privileges of moranhood extend to the right to send small posses to 
raid any village and kidnap the mother of a morani, pinning the father down if necessary. No 
morani would restrain his own father, but if his mother is successfully removed to the manyata – 
perhaps while the son is engaged in a village raid elsewhere – then he is obliged to follow her 
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there. Generally, the build-up to forming a manyata is conducted as a ritual of rebellion against 
domineering fathers, even against those who willingly let their sons go in a spirit of unity. 
 

7. THE MANYATA AS A REPUBLIC 
[Role of the firestick patrons in establishing the manyata; Manyata spokesman; Manyata village 
and the elders' village areas; Uninitiated girls and their protectors; Lion hunt and the manyata 
benefactor; Manyata as a Platonic ideal.] 
 
During the period of change-over, there is also a shift of power among elders, from the previous 
age-set of (senior) firestick patrons to their successors of the next age-set. The latter are expected 
to demonstrate their authority over the new moran, by preventing the surge of youthful rebellion 
from getting out of hand. In agreeing to the formation of a new manyata, the patrons insist that 
the moran develop a strict code of self-discipline with the ultimate threat of their curse. Central to 
manyata unity is the appointment of a moran spokesman, who has the final word in any formal 
discussion and is accountable to his peers and ultimately the patrons.  
Each manyata is sited strategically to protect surrounding villages, where visiting moran have a 
right to drink surplus milk. Any moran caught in adultery will be publically disgraced by the 
patrons and the manyata held accountable, but those that are not caught have a certain kudos 
among their close friends. The elders’ concern for moran adultery is one reason for persisting 
with the manyata system in modern times. The overarching positive reason is that manyata 
discipline cultivates a lasting sense of respect among moran and this extends to their uninitiated 
sisters who live at the manyata and under its regime. Each girl can choose a morani as her lover, 
and his honour is implicated in protecting her. However, he cannot claim sole sexual rights over 
her, since the manyata ideal of sharing in everything forbids this. Beyond the ideal of respect, the 
moran cherish the virtue of self-denial and sharing in everything, highlighting their view of the 
sordid self-centred compromise of elderhood. The self-governing manyata is popularly perceived 
as a representation of the selfless ideal of Maasai integrity. In this sense, it is comparable with 
Plato’s Republic. 
 

8. ANGER, CONSTRAINT AND THE IDEOLOGY OF MORANHOOD 
[Expression of anger; Manyata and the forest camps; Fantasy of the diehards; Warrior prowess 
and sexual virtue; Durkheimian model of Matapato stereotypes] 
 
Shivering and shaking among moran appear to be cultivated expressions of controlled anger: a 
display of disciplined self-restraint and warrior virtue that places the ideal of unity above any 
desire to fight a rival. This response is especially associated with meat-feasting in the forest when 
moran prime themselves for their role as aggressive but ultimately self-disciplined warriors. 
These sombre warrior ideals contrast with the atmosphere of conviviality associated with the 
manyata itself. Foremost in the minds of the forest feasters are the legends of a dour self-selected 
elite of remorseless warriors who pledged themselves to fight without yielding ground in battle. 
They were the diehards, feasting and keeping their own company in the forest, where they could 
aspire to the true ideals of warriorhood, including sexual restraint. The diehards regarded the 
manyata as a place for frivolous playboys, dancing into the night, flirting with girls, and tainted 
by the smell of adultery with married women. Elders play their part in perpetuating this fantasy, 
encouraging moran to aspire to warrior virtues (and to avoid their wives) as the diehards had done 
in the past. When moran start shivering or shaking at a manyata dance after feasting in the forest, 
this is perceived as an expression of true warriorhood, reconciling the desire to fight with 
solidarity among peers. Durkheim’s Suicide types provide a framework for comparing Maasai 
stereotypes of marginal characters, ranging from diehards and shaking moran to wastrels and 
sorcerers. 
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9. EUNOTO 
[Sacrifice and 'passing through the ox'; Prelude to the Matapato eunoto of 1977; Eunoto: Phase 
I. deputation to the Prophet; Phase II. convergence of the manyat for eunoto; Phase III. 
migration to the eunoto site; Phase IV. setting up the ritual leader's village; Phase V. eunoto 
sacrifice; Phase VI. migration to the village of enkarrer; Disbanding the manyata villages; 
Interpreting eunoto.] 
 
Promotion festivals for the moran entail the sacrifice of oxen by suffocation. Sacrifice is 
perceived by Matapato as a gift of the animal’s life from God, serving to rejuvenate the feasters 
(and not as a gift of the animal to God in an act of expiation). The firestick patrons are 
responsible for following the correct ritual procedure; and they may impose their authority by 
haranguing the moran, even threatening to abandon the festival and leave the moran in limbo 
However, the moran act as hosts for the occasion, while their disgruntled patrons are their 
honoured guests. Eunoto is the most prominent of these sacrificial festivals in Matapato, 
promoting the moran to senior status as a significant step towards elderhood, including the right 
to marry. The festival also provides the patrons with an opportunity to use their curse to expose 
moran adulterers, The Prophet for Matapato is first consulted to guard against sorcery and to 
advise a delegation of patrons and moran on the choice of a ritual leader for the moran. He is the 
‘one who is planted upright’ (olot-uno), and through him, his whole age-set is planted: whence e-
uno-to. The ritual leader is effectively the first to be promoted to elderhood, and as such he is 
highly respected by his age mates. But he is also expected to attract hostile feelings from a variety 
of directions and to suffer the misfortune that would otherwise dog his age-mates (cf. sacrifice). 
Significantly, the forest sacrifice of the ritual leader’s ox takes place close to a wild-fig tree, a 
giant parasitic climber that smothers its host to death. 
 

10. THE TRANSITION TO ELDERHOOD AND RELATIONS THROUGH WOMEN 
[Moran and marriage; Age fellowship and relaxing milk avoidances; Adultery and relaxing meat 
avoidances; Olngesher: the festival uniting the age-set; Implication of daughters for the 
domestication of the moran; Ambivalence of hospitality and wife-sharing within an age-set; 
Transformation of avoidances in elderhood; Avoidance of daughters and the system of alliance.] 
 
Moranhood may be regarded as a prolonged rite of transition, marginalizing moran from the 
family home during their manyata period, and then admitting them to elderhood through a series 
of steps that relax the avoidances of moranhood. However, the ideal of sharing within the age-set 
is life-long. Now that they may marry, moran have privileged access to one another’s wives as 
they had with girls at the manyata. In Maasai terms, the notion of adultery concerns irregular 
sexual relations with the wives of other age-sets, and this is a matter of concern at times of 
transition when age-sets jostle one another for position.  
Following eunoto, the moran are progressively freed from the restrictions on ‘drinking milk’ 
alone and ‘eating meat’ that has been seen by married women. At each stage, those that have 
infringed these restrictions are identified by their attempts to avoid a hidden curse and they face 
the humiliation of having to confess. At the ‘eating meat festival’ infringements of the code of 
adultery are also revealed, amounting to an ordeal for each participant and his wife. This is 
repeated at the culminating festival (olngesher) as the moran pass the final stage to elderhood and 
form a single age-set that unites all Maasai tribal sections. 
As the retiring moran marry, a new sexual concern involves the strict avoidance of all daughters 
of their age-set. To overlook this avoidance is seen by Maasai as the most heinous form of incest. 
Transposing Lévi-Strauss‘s alliance theory concerning formal marriage bonds, it is ‘daughters’ 
that are avoided rather than ‘sisters’, and the obligation to avoid sharing ‘daughters’ creates 
marriage bonds that cut across the tensions between age-sets. This binds the wider society in 
perpetuating families down the generations. Otherwise, retiring moran would have even greater 
difficulty in finding wives for themselves. 
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11. THE WOMEN'S COLLECTIVE RESPONSE 

[Submission to violence; Women's fertility gathering; Rituals of rebellion and of protest among 
women; Women's mobbing and the abuse of their fertility; Women as custodians of the moral 
order.] 
 
Women are ‘possessions’ (imaali) in this system of exchange. As girls, they are bought up to 
show a deep respect for elders in preparation for their marriage. As wives, they may be beaten 
into submission by their husbands on minor pretexts, and if a young wife runs back to her 
parental home, she may face a further beating by her brothers for bringing the family into 
disrepute. Collectively, however, women can assert themselves and even pose a formidable threat 
to the elders at large. Their future security lies in having children – especially sons – and their 
ritual gatherings are coloured by a widespread concern for their fertility. These tend to occur 
during the slack of a rainy season when the belief in some mystical threat can become intense. At 
these times and with mounting confidence, women taunt elders’ sexuality with obscenities in their 
songs and prayers, and may rape any elder in their path. More extreme are times when a rumour 
spreads that a particular elder has violated a ‘daughter’. The women collect in mounting anger to 
mob this elder’s homestead, comparing themselves with moran punishing an age mate. They 
slaughter his favourite ox, and even manhandle him if he is foolish enough to resist them. They 
may also respond in this way to a miscarriage, if it is believed that this resulted from a woman’s 
intercourse during pregnancy with her husband/lover, bringing him in contact with an unborn 
child (and even a ‘daughter’). 
The elder’s avoidance of ‘daughters’ is the core of the age system, and when this is violated, it is 
not elders but women who are involved. Collectively, they are transformed from dependant 
pawns to virago custodians of Maasai morality. 
 

12. AGE BONDS AND RITUAL POWER IN ELDERHOOD 
[Age-set posse in elderhood; Ritual delegation and the posse; Firestick patrons and the claim to 
'rule'; Sorcery and the curse; Women's festival and the power of the elders' curse; Sorcery and 
the two domains of elderhood.] 
 
Among elders, there is no local accountability beyond the age system. An elder’s prime loyalty is 
to his age-set, and he should never flout their consensus view. If he does, then his age mates may 
gather in anger to seize his favourite ox for a feast, as can occur among moran or an angry mob of 
women. A more subtle way for elders to apply age-set coercion is to set themselves up as an 
unarmed ritual delegation, underpinned by their ultimate right to apply an age-set curse on any 
obstinate member.  
The physical supremacy of moran during their manyata days combines with the moral force of  
the age-set of their firestick patrons in their political prime to form a ruling ‘firestick alliance’ in 
handling community affairs over a fifteen year period. However, both the moran and their patrons 
are ageing, and towards the end of this period, they are inevitably challenged by the rival firestick 
alliance as youthful vigour outmanoeuvres experience. 
As against the belief in the elders’ curse, expressing a legitimate force that underpins social order, 
there is also a belief in sorcery. The curse should only be used sparingly and as a final resort. It 
may be threatened and this is usually sufficient. Sorcery on the other hand involves the notion of 
uncontrollable evil and chaos. No ordinary Maasai would admit to being a sorcerer, but the belief 
in some shadowy malcontent in the bush, especially at night, is widespread. The belief is also a 
major concern at the age-set festivals, and it haunts the women’s anxieties during their fertility 
gatherings. Sorcerers may be seen as malignant wastrels bent on infiltrating and spoiling these 
occasions, but no-one knows who they are. Only when a sorcerer is identified can elders focus 
their death curse and overcome the evil. 
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13. ELDERHOOD AND THE PATERNAL YOKE 
[Father’s control over his son’s marriage; Father's control over his son through stock; Loss of 
responsibility and the incongruity of old age; Death and the 'father's chest' ; Agnatic group and 
the rules of inheritance; Dispersal of brothers; Hypothesis of the wastrel and the complex of 
family relations.] 
 
A father’s control over his ‘possessions’ – wives, children and cattle – is axiomatic in Matapato. 
Even his sons returning from the manyata to settle down to elderhood are subject to his authority. 
He arranges their marriages and ultimately controls the rate at which they build up their personal 
herds from the cattle originally allocated to their mothers. However, there is a limit to a father’s 
control as he ages. Collectively, older men speak with experience and authority, but as individuals 
with declining abilities and influence they are vulnerable. Beyond the façade of respect for age, 
the bewildered voice of an older person under stress provides a popular stereotype for imitating 
anyone who has lost his head in a crisis. This ambivalent attitude towards old age is matched by 
the ambiguous relationship between brothers after their father’s death. When an elder dies, rivalry 
between his sons is inhibited by rigorous rules of inheritance which favour the senior son, while 
the fortunes of their separate herds could favour any of them. These sons should avoid too close a 
relationship, and they should separate in harmony before any rivalry has a chance to develop. The 
element of discord is more explicit in relations with the following generation. If the father dies 
early, then the guardian uncle – one of his brothers – is mistrusted and even feared as a possible 
sorcerer. If the father lives to old age, then his adult sons still fear his death for they are then 
exposed to the demands for stock by his predatory brothers. Matapato pastoralism is characterised 
by competition to build up their herds, and this affects relations within the family as well as 
between families. The father sets the tone for the family enterprise, and after his death his sons 
have to cope without his support. 
 

14. THE MEAT FEAST 
[Feast of the Great Ox (loolbaa); Principles of allocating meat; Balance of supply with demand; 
Hierarchy of taste; Dual oppositions between cuts; Upper and lower innards; Broad back, the 
soft underside, and the significance of fats; Circle of the feast.] 
 
Matapato meat feasts are the ceremonial nodes of community life, and an analysis of variation 
between different types of festival and occasion provides a panoramic view of the system of 
collective representations. Elders attend their own festivals as age mates and recapture the spirit 
of age-set solidarity in their meat feasting, reviving their earlier ideals of sharing and conviviality 
as moran. However, elderhood also entails a shift from manyata republicanism to a more 
individualistic and self-interested lifestyle, dedicated to building up their families and herds. The 
camaraderie of the elders’ feasting is juxtaposed by the notion of some unseen malcontent lurking 
in the bush and bent on spoiling the occasion. This image of sorcery may be viewed as a 
projection of the elders’ other selves, opposed to the spirit of the feasting. It is a caricature of the 
devious side of elderhood when they are minding their own ‘possessions’ at home. Self-denial 
and self-interest are twin threads that characterize elderhood. Concern over jealous sorcerers 
echoes the development of self-interest. Moran would never be suspected of sorcery, nor are they 
particularly concerned, but their view of selfish elderhood bears a shadowy resemblance to the 
popular belief in sorcery. 
 

15. RITUALS OF REBELLION AND THE TRUSTEESHIP OF MAASAI CULTURE 
[Freudian model and the generation of the pact among peers; Platonic model and the 
degeneration of the pact in elderhood] 
 
The manyata episode is more than a ritual protest. It entails a shift of power within the family and 
wider society. Moran abscond with their mothers, upturning their fathers’ domination of the 
household and challenging the authority of the elders at large. They then form a pact among 
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themselves in a show of strength and submit to the alternative regime of the manyata for an 
extended period. This is reminiscent of Freud’s Totem and Taboo, although there is no suggestion 
of moran being bound together by Freudian guilt towards their fathers. Rather, they share an 
undercurrent of anger, fanned by thwarted warrior ideals and the extended limbo of a delayed 
adolescence, even up to the age of thirty. 
An alternative model is provided by Plato’s Republic, advocating altruism as a political virtue. 
The parallels with the ethos and eidos of the manyata are striking, with similar ideals of unity and 
selfless sharing, shunning any notions of personal property. In Plato’s work, this group-
indulgence was contrasted with the political reality of self-indulgence in his time, just as the 
Matapato moran contrast their display of selfless ideals with the self-indulgence and 
“possessions” of elderhood. When moran disband their manyata, any drift towards self-interest as 
elders is checked by their lifelong obligation towards their age-set. In Matapato terms, this is 
epitomized by their avoidance of ‘daughters’, for which they are held accountable when their 
wives form an angry mob. Through their ritualized rebellions, moran and married women serve as 
trustees of Maasai ideals. These upheavals have been described elsewhere as a release of tension 
by the underprivileged against authority. Beyond this, however, the undercurrents of anger serve 
as warnings against the corruption of prized ideals among those in power – the elders. The display 
of anger legitimizes the ritualized rebellion and empowers the ideals. 
 
 
ERRATA.   Printing errors in the original have been corrected in the reprint 
(Routledge 2004) 
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TIME, SPACE, AND THE UNKNOWN: 
MAASAI CONFIGURATIONS OF POWER AND PROVIDENCE 

London: Routledge (2003), ISBN 0-415-31724-X 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Maasai proper comprise a diverse federation of sixteen (tribal) sections, linked by a shared age 
system. These sections display considerable variation in other respects, and even the term Maasai 
can never be more than a relative concept. Nevertheless, their coordinated age system has united 
them historically in a way that is not shared by other Maa speakers, such as the Samburu, Parakuyu, 
and Chamus, who each have their own independent age systems. 

PART I: THE BOUNDARIES OF TIME, SPACE, AND CERTAINTY 

2.   THE AGE SYSTEM & THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF TIME & EXPERIENCE 
[Two arenas and the gerontocratic premise; Manyata system and the integrity of moranhood; 
Jostling on the age grade ladder; Homo ascendens and homo hierarchicus; Integrity of elderhood and 
the avoidance of daughters; Ascent of women from pawns to custodians; Process of ageing and the 
social construction of time.] 
 
Compared with other pastoralist societies in East Africa, the Maasai system of stratification by age 
is relatively simple, but it does involve a complexity of social relations that can best be approached 
through a series of models that pinpoint different aspects – ie. Weberian ideal types. A simplified 
(Samburu) model highlights the problem posed by polygyny, which forces older men to assert their 
moral authority over strapping youths (moran). The moran must remain as bachelors for an 
extended period in order to sustain the elders’ monopoly of wives. 
The Maasai proper provide an elaboration of this model in that the moran organize themselves into 
highly disciplined republics based on their warrior villages (manyat) and this is regarded as a direct 
preparation for responsible elderhood fifteen years later. Arising from this discipline is an alliance 
between alternate age-sets – that is between moran and their 'firestick' patrons who are their seniors 
in their political prime. As boys and younger elders mature, they form an opposing alliance that 
wrests power from their ageing seniors. This pattern of alternating alliances repeats itself in a fifteen 
year cycle with a certain jostling for position between age-sets during phases of transition, notably in 
their debates and ceremonies. The unpredictable ramifications of these events that mark major 
transitions give the Maasai a unique sense of ageing and hence of passing time. 
The career development of a Maasai woman follows a different path. As a teenager, she submits to 
an arranged marriage to a much older man, isolating her from her past. However, with the growth of 
her family, she establishes a niche that expands into old age, even after her husband's death. Ageing 
as much as adolescence for both sexes are socially constructed, colouring the perception of time.  

3. POWER AND THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF SPACE 
[Ordering of domestic space and the flux of gender relations; Moranhood and the hazards of the 
bush; Tribal sections and the boundaries of trust; Ritualization of behaviour and the uncertain unity 
of all Maasai; Wakwafi or lloikop?; Performance and the arena of space.] 
 
While males dominate most aspects of Maasai life, the balance of power between the sexes is more 
ambiguous within the vicinity of the village, which is the focus of the women's world. Beyond the 
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formalities of daily life, there are the jokes and secrets shared among women and an element of 
mistrust that characterizes relations with their husbands to a greater or lesser extent. Beyond the 
village, women are vulnerable to the perceived and real dangers of the bushland, and their 
dependency on the protection of elders and moran is quite explicit. 
The authority of the elders and the protection by the moran only reach to the boundaries that 
surround each tribal section. Neighbouring Maasai sections acknowledge the same age system, but 
there is a shift in the trust between age mates. Among elders, there is a deep loyalty within the tribal 
section, and even a relatively unknown age mate will be trusted and hosted with considerable 
warmth. To deny him hospitality could in theory provoke his curse, but this is inconceivable 
because of the underlying trust. On the other hand, a visiting age mate from another tribal section is a 
stranger who must be hosted but cannot be trusted, and he is feared for his curse. Circumstances may 
force migrations beyond sectional borders and even lead to marriages across them, but problems 
arising from these are harder to settle. If local feeling against an immigrant from a neighbouring 
section reaches a climax, he may be ordered to return to his own ‘country’ backed by the threat of a 
curse by his age mates. The word for members of another Maasai tribal section is 'those of other 
countries' (iloonkuaapi). This is a relative term that has been mistranslated in earlier literature to 
denote some Maa-speaking enemy of all Maasai (‘Kwavi’). 

4. PROVIDENCE AND THE COSMOLOGY OF MISFORTUNE 
[Mystical forces and the propitious role of ritual; Prayer, sacrifice, and the cosmic manifestations 
of God; Transgressions of the moral order and the power of the curse; Limits of reasonableness; 
Experience of misfortune in childhood; Diverging models of accountability among the Samburu and 
Maasai;  Ambivalence of ritual knowledge among the Samburu and Maasai; Guardian spirits and the 
Samburu; Castigation, abandonment, and parental images of God; Benign God and the spectre of 
misfortune.] 

The Maasai believe that certain objects, actions or omissions bring misfortune, and the role of ritual 
correctness in ceremony is explained in terms of a moral order sanctioned by God. However, this 
belief is clouded by uncertainty, and the explanation for misfortune can extend to the possibility of 
an elder’s curse or to the deliberate action of a malignant sorcerer. The belief in any elders' power to 
curse those who should show respect is matched by his power to bless. Explicit cursing is very rare, 
while blessings are profuse, but paradoxically it is the belief in the curse that is more vividly 
explained, and formal blessings by the firestick patrons over the moran, for instance, tend to be 
oppressive. Both are demonstrations of the elders' power to invoke God, who is seen as the hidden 
figure of Providence, determining the uncertain outcome of events. Even the death of a child may be 
explained in terms of its disobedience provoking its father’s curse. Beyond the father is the body of 
elders at large, whose collective wisdom assumes a certain rapport with God. In effect, the deep but 
bewildered respect expressed by Maasai for the arbitrary acts of an impersonal God may be viewed 
as a projection of childhood experience in relation to the father and his involvement among the local 
elders. 
Sorcery, on the other hand, lies beyond the moral order expressed in beliefs in God, and this is 
especially associated with misfortune that follows any major festivals. On such occasions, a 
psychopath with a grudge is held to have spoilt the occasion by contaminating the site with some 
magical poison. The elders' curse is thought to be stronger than the sorcerer's venom, but without 
knowing the identity or whereabouts of the sorcerer, the elders are powerless to direct this curse. 
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5. THE LOONKIDONG1 DIVINERS AND PROPHETS 
[Practice of divination; Reputation of the Loonkidongi', Marriage and the two communities; Prophet 
and his domain; Variation in Loonkidongi influence; Lookidongi succession as the arena of a 
contemporary myth; Prophet, his possessions, and the legitimacy of sorcery.] 

The Loonkidongi are a dynasty of diviners (iloibonok) who tend to live in small colonies along the 
borders between Maasai tribal sections. Their skill in interpreting oracles and prescribing magic to 
cure maladies is handed down the generations. Maasai do not seek their advice more often than is 
necessary, for the Loonkidongi have a bleak reputation. They are perceived as sorcerers on the one 
hand, but also as the protection against sorcery on the other, and it is in their interests to sustain the 
general concern over sorcery in order to maintain Maasai reliance on their services. 
Each Maasai tribal section has its own Loonkidongi Prophet, whose skills are identical to other 
diviners of the dynasty. However, having been installed into office, this gives the Prophet a 
particular ability to 'see' any threats from sorcery within his domain (tribal section) and to 
counteract these. A Prophet's power rests on his reputation as a protector whose sorcery is stronger 
and more perceptive than the sorcery of his rivals. Prominent among these rivals are assumed to be 
other Loonkidongi who wish to discredit him through sorcery in order to usurp his office. Beliefs in 
fratricidal feuding among the Loonkidongi is a further stain on their reputation. They themselves 
claim the highest standards of respect for Maasai values, but Prophets also face the prospect of an 
early death as a result of this feuding. 

6. LOONKIDONGI ORACLES AND CYCLICAL RECKONING AMONG THE MAASAI 
[Oracular number cycle; Maasai time cycles; Simulating the pattern of affliction.] 
 
When Loonkidongi diviners or Prophets consult their oracles, they whisper a question into a 
hornshell containing stones, throw a random number of these stones, and then count the throw. 
Depending on the context, the number counted provides an answer to the question and a step towards 
advising the client. This is then followed by further whispered questions and throws, until the advice 
takes its final shape. Viewed as a whole, the pattern of relevant numbers in the upward counting 
suggests an oracular number cycle. This has an affinity with cycles of time in Maasai culture: the age-
set cycle of about 15 years, the annual cycle of seasons, and the cycle of the lunar month which 
determines the timing of their ceremonies. Oracular cycles among the Loonkidongi and time cycles 
among the Maasai appear to have a similar template. Often when consulting a diviner or Prophet, 
time is of the essence in coping with misfortune or mounting a ceremony. The randomness of the 
oracular consultation imitates Providence in a simulation that combines knowledge of the 
circumstances with uncertainty of the outcome. The responses of the oracle create order out of 
uncertainty, providing the clients with a strategy for coping with their situation. 
 
PART II: DIVERGING MODELS IN SPACE AND VARIATION OVER TIME 
 

7. THE PURKO MAASAI IN 1977: A NORTHERN MODEL 
[Role of boys in inaugurating a new age-set; Segregation of the manyata from the domestic domain; 
Eunoto; Transition to elderhood and relations through food; Queuing and the sequence of ritual 
precedence among kin; Characteristics of the northern model.] 
 
The Purko in the north and the Kisonko in the south are the two dominant tribal sections of Maasai. 
Together with four other northern sections, the Purko are involved in the inauguration of each new 
age-set about every fifteen years. The growing thrust towards this transition is set by the groundswell 
of mature boys, and is governed by the elders who will be their future firestick patrons. This 
culminates in a contest between these five tribal sections, and the Purko boys are expected to win. 
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Precautions are taken against the possibility of sorcery by the losers without involving any 
Loonkidongi. The Purko have their own Prophet, but consistently refuse to allow him to live in their 
area or to attend their ceremonies, arguing that his presence would attract his close kinsmen and 
harbour a growing nest of sorcery in their midst. Generally, the Purko have prevented 
Loonkidongi from pursuing any advantage in their area. 
Purko espouse higher Maasai ideals than other tribal sections. The manyata system is more 
rigorous in its attainments and it was the Purko moran who first overcame attempts by the 
colonial administration to disband this system, adding to their reputation as uncompromising 
zealots. The segregation between the manyata and the domestic domain is more clear-cut than 
elsewhere, and the firestick relationship between moran and their patrons is characterised by the 
tension between them. Compared with other sections, the process that eventually admits moran to 
elderhood is more elaborate and precisely defined, involving an extended process of conciliation as 
the food avoidances of moranhood become privileges of sharing as relatively senior elders. Among 
kin too, there is an elaborate sequence of ritual precedence that appears to have been progressively 
compromised elsewhere. Purko reputations and marriageability hinge on success in maintaining this 
regime of respect for family discipline. 

8. THE KISONKO MAASAI OF LOITOKITOK IN 1977: A SOUTHERN MODEL 
[Moranhood and manyata organization in Loitokitok; Change-over as a critical event; Transition to 
elderhood; Rivalry between firestick alliances in elderhood; Alternation of power and the 
involvement of the Prophet; Northern and southern models of constraint.] 
 
Rather as the Purko in the north are involved in the inauguration of each new age-set of moran, so 
the Kisonko in the south initiate the transition of this age-set to elderhood some 22 years later. The 
Kisonko of Tanzania have abolished the manyata system, but manyat have been retained in their most 
northern branch in Kenya, the Loitokitok. Unlike the Purko, Loitokitok manyat compromise moran 
ideals pragmatically in various ways.  
The critical event of the age-set cycle in Loitokitok occurs at the time anticipating changeover as 
uninitiated boys try to usurp the privileges paraded by moran, and their firestick patrons are their 
allies in this. At the higher level, this precipitates rivalry between the two age-sets of firestick patrons 
and the will to power through debate. As this jostling between rival patrons builds up, fears of 
sorcery between them become acute, and elders will avoid one another and may even move their 
homes for safety. At a higher level still, this corresponds to rivalries between Loonkidongi 
Prophets. The Kisonko have two Prophets, one for each firestick alliance. At the time of 
transition, these sorcerers are thought to be locked in fratricidal combat. 
In this way, the southern model is characterised by the rivalry between adjacent age-sets, which 
build up to a confrontation of competing firestick alliances every fifteen years or so. As against 
this, the northern model, illustrated by the Purko, highlights the opposition between moran and 
elders – between age grades rather than age-sets – and the firestick patrons are not political allies 
of the moran so much as their highly respected taskmasters, with a powerful curse over wilful 
youths. This is similar to the Samburu, who are situated further north still. Maasai tribal sections 
situated between Purko and Kisonko display characteristics of both models, suggesting a north-
south continuum. 
 

9. A PRE-COLONIAL MODEL AND THE HUB OF POWER 
[Colonial intervention by British and German administrations; Merker’s model of moranhood 
around 1900; Critique of Merker's model of moranhood; Prophet and the dynamics of power; 
Colonial intervention and the transformation of the age system; Appendix: loose ends in Maasai 
history: Origins of Merker’s information on Maasai religion? Subordination of women? Earlier 
association between Samburu and Parakuyu?] 
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Moritz Merker’s study of the Maasai (1904) provides the fullest insight into their social 
organisation and material culture in precolonial times. His outline of the raiding organization and 
strategy of the moran, their links to the Prophet, and the nature of the Prophet’s court and spy-
network is unique and was informed by a pragmatic view of the nature of power. His analysis of 
an age system as a cyclical process was decades ahead of any other account throughout the East 
African region. 
Merker’s study was essentially of the Kisonko Maasai in Tanzania (German East Africa), and the 
critical part of his analysis of the age cycle concerned the phase when boys were mobilizing 
themselves as novice warriors, challenging the existing moran by building their own unofficial 
manyata villages. The moran would respond by wrecking these villages and dispersing the boys, 
until the boys were strong enough to hold their own, forcing the moran to abandon their own 
manyat and to retire to elderhood.  
Merker also outlined relations among elders and the father’s power over his family, but he 
discounted the significance of elderhood because of rapid ageing and early deaths, raising 
questions concerning the elders’ role in community affairs.  Altogether, his view of the Maasai 
suggests that Merker had closer contact with the Loonkidongi, who fed him with a debilitated 
view of Maasai elderhood. There is no mention of firestick patronage by elders over the moran, 
for instance, although this undoubtedly existed. At this time, however, the Maasai elders do 
appear to have had to contend with the rising power of the Prophet in promoting cattle raiding by 
the moran. As the colonial administration established its presence in the area, this strengthened 
the elders’ ability to limit the influence of the Prophet and curb the raiding activities of the moran. 
 

10. ALTERNATIVE MODELS OF SOCIAL CONTROL AMONG THE ARUSHA 
[Classification of disputes among the Arusha; Confrontation and dispute referral; Competition 
for scarce resources and the integrity of age systems; Self-interest and social control.] 
 
The thrust of Philip Gulliver‘s study of the Arusha Maasai (1963) concerns competition for land 
between rival patrilineages, and in this respect the Arusha, as lineage based agriculturalists, are 
strikingly different from their pastoral neighbours, the Kisonko Maasai who do not have extended 
lineages. Gulliver’s case examples show how the Arusha lineage provides a framework for 
disputants to build up support for their claims, as minor grievances escalate into dramatic 
confrontations over private property, stopping short of violence. 
Conversely, the Arusha age system is concerned with public order. As in Merker’s work, there is 
competition between adjacent age-sets, but instead of focusing on confrontations between moran 
and precocious boys, the tussle is between their respective firestick patrons for control over 
community affairs through the rhetoric of public debate. It concerns elders in their prime, while 
moran are marginalized. 
Gulliver argues that the process of resolving any dispute in practice depends on the ability to 
build up support, regardless of whether this is public (between age-sets) or private (between 
families), and hence private issues may be referred to the public arena and vice versa. However, 
analysis of his case examples indicates that the response of the elders at large is to reject any 
maverick appeal to their personal loyalties and to respect Arusha ideals that separate public 
concerns from private.  
In effect, Gulliver’s analysis follows Merker’s dictum that ‘Might goes before Right’, whereas the 
Arusha in practice confine this pragmatic principle of self-interest to family and lineage 
squabbles, and these stop short of breaching the restrictions imposed by the age system. 
Gulliver’s argument reduces social discourse to the freedom of individual choice, whereas this 
does not allow for the restraint of social institutions backed by public opinion. 
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11. THE  INTERPLAY OF POWER & PROVIDENCE, & THEORY OF DILEMMAS 
[Transactional approaches and the shifting saddle point; Asymmetrical competition and the Cat 
and Mouse dilemma; Confrontation and the Hobbesian dilemma; Confidence and the dilemmas 
of altruism; Interplay of dilemmas; Pareto cycle and the spiral of ageing; Providence and the 
dynamics of the Maasai age system.] 
 
Merker’s and Gulliver’s approaches to the dynamics of the Maasai age system draw attention to 
the rivalry between age-sets as a ‘zero-sum game’, with one firestick alliance holding the 
initiative and the other poised to wrest control at a suitable opportunity. Meanwhile, there is a 
consensus for the status quo, as both sides make concessions to the realities of the current 
situation. This is the ‘saddle point’ in that neither side can pursue their advantage or need concede 
their disadvantage further at this stage. This clear-cut situation is complicated by nuances as it 
develops. Rather than label these simply as ‘non-zero-sum’ or ‘variable sum games’, they are 
examined here in terms of a logically closed theory of dilemmas, in which the ‘saddle points’ are 
problematic and Providence plays a decisive role in determining the balance of power. They are 
also known as ‘Games of Providence’. 
Different aspects of the Maasai age-set cycle pose different dilemmas: a game of ‘Cat-and-
Mouse’ (between unequal opponents), a ‘Game of Chicken’ (a matter of nerve), a ‘Rebel’s 
dilemma‘ (a matter of faith) resolving the bleak ambiguity of the ‘Prisoner’s dilemma’ (a matter 
of trust, coining Pareto’s typology of ‘lions’ and ‘foxes’). Using these dilemmas as analytical 
tools, the southern age-set model follows a Pareto cycle, with a sharp discontinuity, as in 
catastrophe theory (Zeeman); while the northern model follows an inverted route. Viewed in 
another way, each of these models highlights the dynamics of relations between elders and moran 
at different phases of the age-set cycle, becoming more acute in the south at one point and in the 
north at another. In this way, both models are relevant to all Maasai tribal sections in a shifting 
array of scenarios as the outcome of each dilemma triggers a further dilemma in an endless spiral 
of development. 
 
 
 
ERRATA.  (Time, Space, and the Unknown) 
 

p 4, Table 1.1 Misalignment of line 3 in the headings for this table, which should read: 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Maa-speaking Traditional Age system Moran form Influence of Prophets of  
group economy compared with warrior Loonkidongi dynasty 
  Maasai proper villages? 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 

p 66, note 11 Should read: ‘Thomson 1968’ (not 1885) 
p 225, line 9 up Insert ‘among the Purko’, after ‘and their patrons’  
p 227, line 7 up Insert ‘above’ after ’49-50’ 
p 228, line 14 Should read: ‘1891: 248-50’ (not 1891: 248-5)  
p 271, note 8  Should read: ‘Thomson 1968’ (not 1885) 
p 277, line 10 up For ‘Cass’, substitute ‘Samson Low, (abridged 1968, London: Cass)’ 
p 284, line 17 up For ‘ritual delegations … and festivals’ add ‘73,’ before ‘149-50,’ 
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THE PASTORAL CONTINUUM: 

THE MARGINALIZATION OF TRADITION IN EAST AFRICA  
Oxford: Clarendon Press (1998) ISBN 0-19-823375-2 

 
 
PART  I. THE DIMENSIONS OF PASTORAL SOCIETY IN EAST AFRICA 

 
1. PASTORALISTS AND THE SPIRIT OF ENTERPRISE  

[Bride-wealth and the system of exchange; Trust and the morality of exchange; Mix of economy 
in marginal areas and the strategic role of cattle; Social construction of choice in stock; 
Pastoralism as a family enterprise: Maasai growth and succession; Male age systems and the 
problems of generational succession; Strategies for growth; Two moods of the sawtooth profile; 
Hierarchy of domains among East African pastoralists.] 
 
Material for a wide range of East African societies indicates that pastoralism is based on local 
family enterprises that maintain a symbiotic balance between humans and stock. Marriage 
payments play a major role in exchanging the growth potential of the herd for the fertility and 
labour of women. This entails a long-term balance of indebtedness between families, maintaining 
wider social links that vary with accepted practice locally and temporary pressures of supply and 
demand. Age systems associated with these societies are seen as embracing institutions that 
indirectly serve to limit competition for wives between generations, by delaying the first 
marriages of younger men. This provides the opportunity for polygyny and family growth among 
older males. In pre-colonial times, peaceful herding controlled by older men appears to have been 
a more reliable strategy for building herds than predatory raiding by younger men for their own 
personal gains, for raiding provoked counter-raiding and uncertainty. Age systems were 
concerned with the control of younger men more than with the mobilization of warriors, except 
during turbulent times and periods of age-set change-over. Viewed from different contexts, such 
domains of older and younger men – and of women – may be examined as spheres of exchange or 
as articulating modes of production without invoking a single and overarching ‘pastoralist mode 
of production’.  
 

2. POLYGYNY AND THE MANIFESTATIONS OF INEQUALITY 
[Polygyny profiles and the dimensions of inequality; Distribution of polygyny in 87 African 
samples; Statistical interpretation of polygyny profiles; Consistency and the limits of confidence; 
Characteristics of the negative binomial distribution; Binomial distributions and the 87 samples 
of polygyny; Profiles that approximate to a Poisson distribution; Profiles that approximate to a 
true binomial distribution; Samples that diverge from a negative (or true) binomial profile; 
Inequalities and constraint; Growth of prestige and the family developmental cycle; Context of 
conformity and competition; Hidden implications of polygyny profiles; Appendix: details of the 
87 polygyny samples.] 
 
Polygyny samples from 87 societies in Africa are examined to explore the distribution of inequality. 
The technique is to compare each of these samples with an established statistical distribution that 
allows for the element of chance on the one hand and a propensity to take on further wives on the 
other (cf. the incidence of accidents determined by both chance together with an inherent accident 
proneness). Two variables are examined involving first the scale of polygyny as a measure of 
gerontocracy, and secondly a scale that classifies societies according to the balance between 
conformity and competition in the quest for further wives. 36 of the 87 samples are also sub-divided 
by age, revealing trends along this scale, with increasing or decreasing competitiveness in the 
marriage market as men age, and a greater refinement of the model generally. 
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The chapter concludes that despite differences in wealth due to age or chance or to the degree of 
competitiveness, the propensity for polygyny is essentially fair within individual pastoral 
societies, where the competition over marriage reflects a level playing field. Whereas among non-
pastoral societies, there is more evidence of unfair competition because privilege tends to accrue 
in certain families/elites and the distribution of wives tends to diverge from the democratic 
statistical model. It is in this sense that African pastoral societies may be described as egalitarian. 
 

3. THE DYNAMICS OF AGE SYSTEMS IN EAST AFRICA 
[Age ladder and ambivalence towards ageing: the Maasai case; Age and generation systems; Jie 
generation paradox; Simulating the Jie generation-set system: the demographic implications; 
Changeover crisis and the Karimojong: the politics of age relations; Jie and Karimojong: 
breakdown or steady state?; Jie-Karimojong cluster and the Maasai: a comparison; Oddity of 
the Nyakyusa age-village system; Gada 'puzzle' and the Cushitic fringe; Age systems and the 
problem of historical change.] 
 
Age systems are entwined with conflicting interests between generations of the family. However, 
the spread of generations does not confine themselves neatly to categories of age, which are 
particularly apt for marshalling members on a society wide scale beyond the family (cf. our own 
school system). In East Africa, there are a wide variety of hybrid age-generation systems, some of 
which seem relatively straight forward, some highly complex, and some simply unworkable. This 
chapter focuses on an unworkable example (Jie/Karimojong) and proposes that a simulation of 
their system offers a resolution of the paradox –  if the time-span for successive generation-sets is 
radically expanded. Other complex age systems are examined for their feasibility and contextual 
significance. 
 
PART  II. OPPORTUNISM AND ADAPTATION TO THE PASTORAL NICHE:  

THE CASE OF THE CHAMUS OF LAKE BARINGO 
 

4. .THE CHAMUS TRADITION OF PRE-PASTORAL ORIGINS 
[foraging niche in a pastoral region; Age-sets and clanship in Chamus history; Keroi and the 
'Karankuti' transformation; Traditional system of irrigation; Toiyo-Samburu immigration and 
the patronage of fishing; Hazards of the oasis economy.] 
 
The Chamus of Lake Baringo (Tiamus) are an oasis society, whose oral history spans a series of 
economic transformations. The transition from hunter-gatherers is embodied in myth, leading to 
an intricate system of irrigation agriculture described by early travellers to the area and elaborated 
by older men. Coordinating this irrigation system was essential and this was achieved through a 
council of elders, to which each household head belonged and was held accountable. The further 
transitions were from irrigation agriculture to pastoralism, and then adaptation to the post-colonial 
economy. This case example is presented as an illustration of the role of mixed economies within 
the pastoral complex, and more recently as a microcosm of the dilemmas affecting East African 
pastoral societies more generally. 
 

5.  THE THRUST OF PASTORAL INNOVATIONS 
[Peles age-set (c. 1865-1877) and the impact of the pastoral culture; Kideni age-set (c. 1877-
1889) and adaptations to pastoralism; ‘The disaster'; Kinyamal age-set (c. 1889-1901) and the 
evolving clan system; Kiliako age-set (c.1901-1913) and the Maasai innovations; Manyata 
system; Pastoralism and the changing balance of power with age; Appendix: notes on the ritual 
sequence of moranhood.] 
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Severe stock losses among the pastoral Samburu in the nineteenth century forced an increasing 
number to migrate southwards to settle among the Chamus. As the Samburu recovered their herds 
through raiding, the Chamus adapted their irrigation economy to incorporate a growing element 
of pastoralism. A measure of the involvement of Samburu in Chamus society may be seen in the 
integration of their age-set and clan systems at this time. Subsequently, influence from the Maasai 
to their south led to further changes to their age system, adopting Maasai-style warrior villages 
(manyat) to care for their cattle. These innovations led to a shift towards a greater element of 
aggression associated with pastoralist culture. Such aggressiveness had been largely absent 
among the Chamus previously as peaceful irrigators, when close cooperation in maintaining their 
system had been essential. 
 

6. THE EMERGENCE OF INDIVIDUALISM AND NEW FORMS OF INEQUALITY 
[Irrigation versus pastoral ideals of marriage;'Climbing' an age-set; Irimpot to Parimo (c. 
1913-48) and the subversive spread of climbing; Changing relations between the down-river 
and up-rivcr communities; Merisho to Bikisho (c.1948 1982)  and the decline of the age system; 
Polygyny and new trends in social inequality; Indigenous knowledge and the evolution of 
Chamus culture.]  
 
By the twentieth century, the increasing numbers of cattle and increasing opportunities to develop as a trading 
post in an arid region undermined the Chamus eco-system, and this led to a flash flood that destroyed their 
extensive irrigation scheme. As a result, the Chamus became increasingly reliant on their newly acquired stock.  
The Chamus maintain that each of these transitions in their economy was considered in discussion by their 
council of elders, pooling their ideas in order to agree on a united course of action. Each successive age-set is 
remembered for its contribution to this evolving process. The succession of events and diffusion of new ideas 
may be seen as a non-biological Darwinian process of adaptation through trial and error in a continuous evolution 
of understanding (cf. Popper on the development of western science which resolves the nineteenth century 
controversy between theories of social evolution and diffusion of culture in anthropology). 
In the post-colonial era, increasing links with outside commercial interests led to new forms of exploitation 
beyond the control of the council of elders. This undermined the democratic basis of their society and their 
economic prospects. With dwindling herds and crops, an increasing number of Chamus sold off their land to 
entrepreneurs and became trapped in wage labour. During this period, the manyat and age system showed signs 
of disarray, and Chamus society was poised to become a defunct cultural backwater. 
 
PART III. THE MARGINALIZATION OF PASTORALISM 
 

7.  POPULATION GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT, AND THE MALTHUSIAN DILEMMA 
[Pastoralism and the shifting balance of advantage; Chamus and the crisis of modernization; 
Drought and the commitment to growth; Malthusian and neo-Malthusian models; Pastoralists 
and the development trap; Pastoralism and the reckoning of growth.] 
 
Traditionally, the relatively effortless ability of pastoralists to build up their herds made theirs the 
most enviable niche that dominated the region – so long as new pastures were available. This could 
not survive a new era when land became increasingly scarce and pastoralists had to compete with 
commercial economic growth, growing populations more generally, and new refugee centres that 
settled around vital water points and became the locus for new expanding townships . Economic 
growth in the more fertile areas has led to migration of the surplus population to the more arid areas, 
increasing the exploitation of a poorer environment –  and also to the townships, which are faced 
with increasing problems of urban deprivation. Nomadic pastoralists have been edged towards even 
more arid areas in search of water. It is this domino effect rather than changing rain patterns that is 
experienced as an endemic sense of drought – of thwarted expectations for coping.  
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This has corresponded to a clash of ideologies, reflecting the distribution of wealth and prospects 
throughout the region. On the one hand, optimists have envisaged a worldwide future of unlimited 
expansion, and this corresponds to the opportunities grasped by a privileged minority who could 
realise their ambitions for growing wealth and extending their control over land. On the other hand, 
pessimists have recognised the inevitability of declining resources to feed an expanding population 
and this has been the reality experienced by the majority who are caught up in a downward 
spiralling poverty trap, losing control over land and their means of production. Those caught in this 
trap pin their future on the continued growth of their families, with children perceived as an 
investment for old age rather than as a further liability with more mouths to feed. Drought and 
population pressure are two sides of the same coin. 
 

8.. PASTORALISTS AND THE THRESHOLD OF CHANGE AND INEQUALITY 
[Social change and the 'problem of generations'; Shifting traditions and the moral threshold; 
Underdevelopment and the pastoralist fringe; Confidence and the threshold of change] 
 
Tracing the process of change raises the ‘problem of generations’ (Mannheim). To what extent do 
older informants’ memories of the past reflect real historical changes as opposed to their changing 
perceptions as they age? Do different ‘generations’ perceive different realities? What relevance does 
this have for interpreting key ethnographic texts on change? 
While underdevelopment in East Africa provides a useful illustration of dependency theory, 
nomadic pastoralists with an open frontier are beyond the margins of this model. The process of 
exploitation by those with control over land does not extend to areas where the land is too arid to 
provide a basis for further exploitation. Because of their mobility, pastoralists do not necessarily 
compose an exploited underclass, unlike agriculturalists who increasingly are obliged to sell their 
land as their livelihood is progressively undermined by the expanding forces of capitalism. From 
the pastoralists’ perspective, there is a shifting moral threshold separating their way of life from 
subservience to the mainstream of economic development. This suggests a gravity model with 
two poles that pull in opposite directions. Those embedded in the traditional milieu persist, even 
in deteriorating environmental conditions. Meanwhile, the surplus pastoralist population who 
cannot be contained find themselves increasingly drawn towards the monetary alternative in the 
hope that they can reinvest their earnings on their return to their pastoral roots. For these, the 
pastoral discipline of their traditional mode is matched by the alternative discipline of building up 
this personal reserve of capital towards their ultimate goal. They are faced with a stark alternative 
between this long term strategy as against slipping into the morass of dependency as refugees 
with no future. Their position is similar to dispossessed pastoralists in earlier times who found 
themselves obliged to seek survival among foragers until the opportunity presented itself to 
rebuild their herds. 
 

9.  THE SHADOW OF ISLAM AND THE SPREAD OF THE DESERT 
[Pastoral adaptation: the benign model and the hidden hand; Pastoral maladaptation: the neo-
Malthusian critique; Islamic pastoralism and the extension of business enterprise; Islamic model 
of pastoral development; Islamic model and recent trends among non-Islamic pastoralists; 
Pastoralism and the wake of civilization.] 
 
In the literature on pastoralists in East Africa, the question of their adaptation to their habitat has 
tended to reflect either a short-term benign view or a more somber neo-Malthusian critique, 
concerned with the erosion of the environment in the longer term. This problem extends beyond 
East Africa to pastoralist areas where Islam has spread along trade-routes, through the Sahara and 
Sahel and into western Africa, and extensive networks of trade have become an established aspect 
of local economies. The persistence of age organization in the east has been viewed elsewhere as 
a military obstacle to the spread of Islam. However, a more likely reason is the absence of trade 
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opportunities in this region. Nevertheless, age organization in East Africa has played a role in 
supporting the form of family-based enterprise in stock management noted in Chapter 1. 
Dedicated pastoralists could build up their herds over time, and then face serious losses due to the 
harsh demands of the environment, without losing the ideal of building them up again, notably 
through the investments that had been made in their social networks. The ideal of the equality of 
age peers epitomized expectations of sharing more generally, and a more interdependent 
ideology. As against this, the development of trade in the Islamic areas encouraged family 
enterprise in a more stable economic environment, and wealth accumulated by the more fortunate 
was handed down the generations. This underpinned inherited inequalities in wealth and status, 
whereas the hazards of the non-Islamic pastoral areas tended to reduce such inequalities. The 
recent spread of capitalism from western inspired sources in East Africa may be viewed as an 
alternative that overtook the spread of Islam in the late nineteenth century. Nevertheless, it has 
followed a similar trajectory in creating robust inequalities and marginalizing the traditional 
pastoralist systems. 
 
 
ERRATA. (The Pastoral Continuum) 
 

p 6, line 8 up Delete ‘to’ after ‘accommodate’ 
p 9, line 17 Should read: ‘women’ (not woman) 
 note 1 Insert ‘vol 1’ before ‘284-5’, and ‘vol 2’ before ‘296’ 
 note 2 Insert ‘vol 1’ before ‘248’ 
p 34, note 52 Should read: ‘288-9’ (not 298-9) 
p 88, Table 2.5 Title should read: ’87 polygyny samples’ (not 86) 
 and following lines should read ’35 pastoral samples’ (not 34) 
p 93, line 12 up Should read: ‘caricature’ (not caracature) 
p 123, line 5 up Insert ‘later’ before ‘writings’ 
p 126, note 49 Should read: ‘1976: 172’ (not 179) 
p 221, line 3 Should read: ‘castigating’ (not castigation) 
p 286, line 10 For Thomson 1885, add ‘abridged 1968 (London: Cass)’  
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‘A SURVEY OF VARIATION AMONG THE MAASAI (1977)’, 
(2010)  SOAS Research Online. 

 
unpublished appendix to Time, Space, and the Unknown. 

 
 

 [Introduction; Clanship; Marriage; Hut and the women’s domain; Family precedence; Setting 
up a new age-set; Mobilization as moran; Manyata; Forest feast and wife avoidance; Eunoto; 
Transition to elderhood; Women’s sexuality and protest; Age-set esoogo punishment; Paternal 
control and patrilineal succession; ‘Great Ox’: Loolbaa; Pacts and homicides; Prophets and 
their clients; Laikipiak] 

Summary of a sample survey of ten Maasai communities. This survey focused on the wider 
relevance of topics that were raised in the course of fieldwork among the Matapato Maasai, and it 
also served to check contradictions in earlier literature on the Maasai. The communities were: 
Matapato, Purko, Loitokitok Kisonko, Kisonko of Tanzania, Loita, Siria, Uasinkishu, Loonkidongi 
(of Turben and of Morijo), and Chamus. The aim of the survey was to elicit responses over a wide 
agenda rather than to concentrate resources on a more limited number of topics and communities in 
greater depth. 
 
 
 
 
 

SOCIETY AND THE DANCE:  
THE SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF PROCESS AND PERFORMANCE (ed. 1985) 

 
 
[Introduction: Interpretations of the dance in anthropology. Dance as a safety valve: the 
cathartic theory (theme 1); Dance as an organ of social control: functionalist theories; 
Educational role of dance and transmission of sentiments (theme 2); Interaction within the 
dance and the maintenance of sentiments (theme 3); Dance as a cumulative process: the theory 
of self-generation (theme 4); Element of competition in dance: theories of boundary display 
(theme 5); Dance as ritual drama: the theory of communitas and antistructure (theme 6); 
Uncharted deep structures of dance (theme 7).] 
 
Stemming from earlier work among the Samburu, the introduction to this edited volume attempts to 
grapple with the various dimensions of dance. Social anthropologists do not have the skills to 
penetrate the immense variety of dance forms professionally, and yet dance is often at the very 
centre of ritual performances and is too prominent to miss. Moreover, each dance performance has 
an institutional context – ritual or otherwise – and it is as an institution that a social anthropologist 
may approach this topic and offer interpretations. The Introduction identifies seven approaches that 
have been suggested in the scattered literature on dance, and each approach is illustrated by a 
chapter in this volume. 
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ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE RIDDLE OF THE SPHINX: 
PARADOXES OF CHANGE IN THE LIFE COURSE (ed. 1990) 

 

[The riddled course: theories of age and its transformations. Universal attributes of ageing; 
Charisma of ageing and the communitas of the peer group; Age systems and the life course of 
communitas; Maturation, ageing and gender; Life stages theory and the perception of time; Age 
cohort theory and the interpretation of history; Liminal status of old age; Modernisation theory 
and the evolution of age relations.] 
 
While the process of maturation and ageing is of direct significance to the study of age 
organizations in East Africa, it also has a clear relevance to all types of society. This raises 
various questions. Do people from different cultures perceive the process of ageing and even time 
itself in different ways? What is it that changes as we age? Is there an underlying pattern in the 
marginalization of people at certain stages of their careers and how might this be linked with the 
experience of life crises? Various theories of ageing in the literature illuminate the process of 
ageing, and the Introduction to this volume attempts to integrate these critically. 
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